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(57) ABSTRACT 

A component is produced by poWder metallurgy from hard 
metal. The alloy includes at least one grain growth-inhibit 
ing additive from the group consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta and 
Nb With, at least locally, a graduated concentration pro?le. 
As a result, the mechanical properties also have a graduated 
pro?le. In the fabrication process, a dispersion or solution 
Which contains the grain growth-inhibiting additive in ?nely 

(21) Appl. No.: 10/417,487 distributed or dissolved form is applied to the surface of a 
green compact. Penetration of this dispersion or solution 

(22) Filed: Apr. 17, 2003 along open pores leads to a graduated distribution of the 
grain growth-inhibiting additive in the green compact. There 
is also described a process in Which the grain groWth 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data inhibiting additive in the form of a solution is distributed 
uniformly in the green compact and is then gradually broken 

Apr. 17, 2002 (AT) ........................... .. AT GM 245/2002 doWn from edge regions by a heat treatment or a solvent. 
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HARD METAL COMPONENT WITH A 
GRADUATED STRUCTURE AND METHODS OF 

PRODUCING THE COMPONENT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] Field of the Invention 

[0002] The invention lies in the metallurgy ?eld. More 
speci?cally, the invention relates to a component produced 
by poWder metallurgy from a hard metal alloy With a binder 
content of from 0.1 to 20% by Weight Which contains at least 
one grain groWth-inhibiting additive. The invention, further 
more, pertains to a process for producing the component. 

[0003] The term hard metal is understood as meaning a 
composite material Which substantially comprises a carbidic 
component and a binder. The most important carbidic com 
ponents include the carbides or miXed carbides of the metals 
W, Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo and Cr. Typical binder metals 
are Co, Ni and Fe. Additions of further hard materials, such 
as for eXample carbonitrides, are also used. 

[0004] The properties of hard metals are determined by the 
ratio of carbide content to binder content, by the chemical 
composition, the carbide grain siZe and the carbide grain siZe 
distribution. This opens up numerous options for matching 
the properties of hard metal to the corresponding application 
area. 

[0005] For eXample, increasing the binder content leads to 
an improvement in the fracture toughness and bending 
strength, combined, at the same time, With a reduction in the 
hardness, rigidity and compressive strength. A reduction in 
the carbide grain siZe leads to an increase in the hardness, the 
compressive strength and the bending strength combined 
With a reduced impact toughness and fracture toughness. 

[0006] NoWadays, carbidic poWders in the grain siZe range 
from 0.2 pm to 15 pm are used for the production of hard 
metal components according to the intended use. To reduce 
the grain coarsening during the sintering operation When 
?ne-grained carbide poWder is used, grain groWth inhibitors 
are added. The most effective grain groWth-inhibiting addi 
tives are vanadium carbide, chromium carbide, titanium 
carbide, tantalum carbide and niobium carbide. In many 
cases, tWo or more additives are used, such as for eXample 
miXtures of VC and Cr3C2 or TaC, NbC and TiC. The grain 
groWth-inhibiting additive can be distributed extremely 
?nely in the main component as early as before or during the 
carburiZing step. HoWever, it is also effective if the grain 
groWth inhibitor is admiXed With the hard metal poWder or 
individual constituents of the hard metal poWder before, 
during or after milling. 

[0007] Hard metal components may be subject to very 
differing local loads. Therefore, from a very early stage 
solutions Which are based on a material composite compris 
ing tWo or more hard metal alloys have been discovered and 
implemented. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,543,235 
describes a hard metal material composite Which is produced 
by poWder metallurgy composite pressing, the individual 
material regions differing in terms of their composition or 
microstructure. A rotating composite tool Which is com 
posed of tWo hard metal alloys is also described in Us. Pat. 
No. 6,511,265 B1 and international PCT publication WO 
01/43899. Production is likeWise preferably effected by 
composite pressing. 
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[0008] A further process technique for the manufacture of 
a hard metal composite-body is described in US. Pat. No. 
5,594,931. Asurface layer or slip Which consists of a poWder 
miXture, a solvent, a binder and a plasticiZer is applied to a 
green compact or core. The composite green compact pro 
duced in this Way is densi?ed by sintering. 

[0009] HoWever, a draWback of the material composites 
described here is that stress concentrations occur in the 
regions of the composite body Where materials With different 
properties meet one another. Furthermore, account must be 
taken of the fact that each material component has its oWn 
sintering characteristics. This may cause distortion to the 
component during sintering. 

[0010] HoWever, if the transition betWeen tWo material 
regions is made With a graduated composition, stress peaks 
can be substantially avoided. A structure of graduated com 
position is understood to mean that the composition changes 
gradually and continuously over a certain region. Especially 
in the case of coated hard metal, graduated formations in the 
region of the layer, in the region of the layer/base material 
transition and in the adjacent base material have long been 
knoWn. This graduation is achieved, for eXample, by the 
addition of carbonitrides. During the sintering, the nitrogen 
in the edge Zone of the hard metal body is broken doWn. The 
metallic carbide-forming or nitride-forming elements diffuse 
toWard the center of the hard metal body. This results in an 
increase in the levels of binder in the region of the edge Zone 
and a graduated transition to the matriX composition. For 
eXample, disposable cutting tool tips With a binder-rich edge 
Zone adjacent to the hard-material layer have long been in 
use for the machining of steel. HoWever, the graduation is 
restricted to a small region close to the surface. 

[0011] For high loaded components, it is advantageous to 
establish a structure Which is graduated over a Wide region. 
In this Way, it is possible to achieve considerable improve 
ments to the service life, speci?cally if the mechanical 
demands imposed on the hard metal differ in the edge region 
and the core region. 

[0012] Since the usual binder metals, such as for eXample 
cobalt, have a high diffusivity at the sintering temperature, 
it is possible to achieve concentration compensation in the 
transition Zone betWeen tWo hard metal alloys Which have a 
differing cobalt content by means of diffusion processes. In 
this Way, it is possible to establish a continuous transition. A 
process for that purpose is described, for eXample, in US. 
Pat. No. 5,762,843 and European patent EP 0 871 556. A 
composite body Which comprises at least tWo regions Which 
differ in terms of their binder content is produced by 
composite pressing. During the sintering, the temperature is 
to be set in such a Way that the binder metal diffuses out of 
the composite region With the higher binder content into the 
composite region With a loWer binder content. A draWback 
of this process is that the sintering temperature has to be set 
very accurately in order not to produce complete concen 
tration balancing and thereby lose the different materials 
properties. A further draWback is that composite pressing is 
associated With higher production costs than is the case 
When a monolithic green compact is being produced. Euro 
pean patent applications EP 0 247 985 and EP 0 498 781 
likeWise describe hard metal bodies With a binder phase 
gradient and a process for producing them. In this case, ?rst 
of all a sintered body With a uniformly distributed 1] phase 
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is produced by means of standard process steps using a 
reduced-carbon starting powder mixture. Asubsequent treat 
ment in a carburiZing atmosphere leads to partial dissolution 
of the 11 phase in the region of the edge Zone. The level of 
11 phase increases gradually and the binder content decreases 
gradually in the direction of the center of the hard metal 
body. HoWever, a draWback is that the 11 phase has an 
embrittling action. Moreover, the additional carburiZing step 
is time-consuming and energy-consuming. 

[0013] European patent application EP 0 111 600 
describes a highly loaded tool for rock drilling. The device 
comprises an inner region and an outer region, With a 
continuous transition of the mechanical properties betWeen 
these regions. The proposed process technology is a com 
plex poWder feed making it possible to continuously adjust 
the poWder concentration during the ?lling operation. A 
poWder feed of this nature requires complex apparatus and 
is dif?cult to control in terms of process technology. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] It is accordingly an object of the invention to 
provide a hard metal component With a graduated structure 
and a manufacturing process Which overcome the above 
mentioned disadvantages of the heretofore-known devices 
and methods of this general type. 

[0015] With the foregoing and other objects in vieW there 
is provided, in accordance With the invention, an article of 
manufacture made from a hard metal alloy, comprising: 

[0016] at least one carbide, mixed carbide or carboni 
tride of the metals selected from the group consisting of 
W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V; 

[0017] at least one grain groWth-inhibiting additive 
selected from the group consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and 
Nb or a compound thereof, at least one of said grain 
groWth-inhibiting additives, at least locally, having a 
graduated concentration pro?le; and 

[0018] at least one metallic binder selected from the 
group consisting of Co, Ni and Fe With a binder content 
of 01-20% by Weight. 

[0019] In accordance With an added feature of the inven 
tion, the hard metal alloy has a graduated grain siZe pro?le, 
at least locally. Also preferably, the hard metal alloy has a 
graduated hardness pro?le. 

[0020] In accordance With an additional feature of the 
invention, the concentration of the grain groWth-inhibiting 
additive decreases gradually from the edge Zone of the 
component toWard the center of the component. Conversely, 
the carbide grain siZe increases gradually from the edge Zone 
of the component toWard the center of the component. 

[0021] In accordance With an alternative feature of the 
invention, the concentration of the grain groWth-inhibiting 
additive increases gradually from the edge Zone of the 
component toWard the center of the component. Conversely, 
the carbide grain siZe decreases gradually from the edge 
Zone of the component toWard the center of the component. 

[0022] In accordance With a preferred embodiment, the 
grain groWth-inhibiting additive consists of Cr and/or V, or 
a compound thereof. A maximum content of the grain 
groWth-inhibiting additive, based on the hard metal alloy, is 
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2% by Weight, and its content decreases gradually to a value 
x, Where 0<x<1.0% by Weight. 

[0023] With the above and other objects in vieW there is 
also provided, in accordance With the invention, a method of 
producing the component outlined above. The method com 
prises the folloWing steps: 

[0024] producing a green compact from a hard metal 
alloy, containing at least one carbide, mixed carbide or 
carbonitride of the metals selected from the group 
consisting of W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V, 
at least one metallic binder selected from the group 
consisting of Co, Ni, and Fe, an optional addition of 
Wax or a plasticiZer, With a standard poWder metallurgy 
compacting process or a standard shaping process; 

[0025] producing a dispersion or solution containing at 
least one grain groWth-inhibiting additive selected from 
the group of metals consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and Nb 
or a compound thereof, in ?nely distributed or dis 
solved form; 

[0026] applying the dispersion or solution to a surface 
of the green compact, such as, for example, by dipping, 
spraying, and/or brushing; 

0027 tar eted action to establish the concentration g 
gradient; and 

[0028] 
[0029] In accordance With an alternative process, the 
manufacture comprises the folloWing steps: 

subjecting the article to heat consolidation. 

[0030] producing a green compact from a hard metal 
alloy, containing at least one carbide, mixed carbide or 
carbonitride of the metals selected from the group 
consisting of W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V, 
at least one metallic binder selected from the group 
consisting of Co, Ni, and Fe, an optional addition of 
Wax or a plasticiZer; 

[0031] producing a solution containing at least one 
grain groWth-inhibiting additive selected from the 
group of metals consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and Nb or 
a compound thereof; 

[0032] applying the solution to a surface of the green 
compact, for example, by dipping, spraying, and/or 
brushing; 

0033 tar eted action to establish the concentration g 
gradient or complete in?ltration; 

[0034] gradually removing the grain groWth inhibitor 
from regions close to the surface by heat treating and/or 
With a solvent; and 

[0035] 
[0036] In other Words, the above objects are achieved by 
a component made from a hard metal alloy and by a process 
for producing it, in Which the hard metal alloy contains at 
least one carbide, mixed carbide or carbonitride of the 
metals from the group consisting of W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, 
V, Nb, Cr and V, at least one grain groWth-inhibiting additive 
from the group consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta and Nb or a 
compound of these metals, and at least one metallic binder 
from the group consisting of Co, Ni and Fe, at least one of 

subjecting the article to heat consolidation. 
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the grain groWth-inhibiting additives, at least locally, having 
a graduated concentration pro?le. 

[0037] The graduated concentration pro?le of the grain 
groWth-inhibiting additive leads to a graduated pro?le of the 
carbide grain siZe. Consequently, the mechanical properties 
also have a graduated pro?le. This is advantageous, for 
eXample, Where a high Wear resistance and bending fracture 
strength is required at the surface and, at the same time, a 
high toughness is required in the core, such as for eXample 
in forming tools or tools for diamond production. If the 
concentration pro?le of the gain groWth-inhibiting additive 
is noW set in such a Way that the concentrations are higher 
in the regions of the edge Zone and decrease in the direction 
of the center of the component, the edge Zone is in ?ne-grain 
form, With a graduated transition to the more coarse-grained 
center. As a result, it is possible to produce components With 
an eXcellent Wear resistance and bending fracture toughness 
in the region of the edge Zone, in combination With a high 
toughness in the center. These components have an 
improved tool service life. A high fracture toughness in the 
region of the edge Zone may also be advantageous in the 
event of a high cyclical or impact shock loading. This is 
achieved by a reduced grain groWth-inhibiting additive 
content in the region of the edge Zone. The compressive and 
bending strength properties in the core of the component are 
improved by a graduated pro?le of the grain siZe and a more 
?ne-grained center. This embodiment is also favorable for 
coated components. The action of the invention is also 
achieved if the hard metal alloy contains further, non 
carbidic hard material phases, provided that the mechanical 
properties are not signi?cantly adversely affected as a result. 

[0038] Advantageous grain groWth-inhibiting additives 
Worthy of mention are vanadium and chromium compounds, 
the maXimum concentration being 2% by Weight. Higher 
contents lead to embrittlement effects. Aparticularly advan 
tageous process is the application of a dispersion or solution 
to the surface of a green compact. The dispersion contains 
the grain groWth-inhibiting additive in extremely ?nely 
distributed form. The green compact may be in the as 
pressed state. If the green compact contains additions of Wax 
and/or plasticiZer, it may also, according to an advantageous 
con?guration of the present invention, be in the deWaXed or 
partly deWaXed state. The application of the dispersion or 
solution can be carried out, for eXample, by dipping, spray 
ing or brushing. The dispersion or solution then penetrates 
into the interior of the green compact along open pores. The 
duration of action and the grain groWth-inhibiting additive 
content in the dispersion or solution substantially determine 
the introduction quantity and the penetration depth. There 
fore, depending on the pro?le of requirements, it is possible 
to set a graduation Which eXtends only on the micrometer 
scale. HoWever, it is also possible to make the graduation 
such that it eXtends all the Way to the center of the compo 
nent. Furthermore, the process can also be carried out in 
such a Way that ?rst of all the green compact is completely 
impregnated With the dispersion. This is then removed again 
from the regions close to the surface by means of suitable 
solvents or by thermal processes. Furthermore, the disper 
sion may be applied to the entire surface or alternately only 
to local parts of the surface. In particular the local applica 
tion makes it possible to produce components or tools Which 
only have a high hardness Where resistance to Wear is 
required. The remaining regions have a coarser microstruc 
ture With a high fracture toughness. Furthermore, it has 
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proven advantageous if the carbidic component of the green 
compact has a mean grain siZe of less than 2 pm. 

[0039] Other features Which are considered as character 
istic for the invention are set forth in the appended claims. 

[0040] Although the invention is illustrated and described 
herein as embodied in a hard metal component With a 
graduated structure, it is nevertheless not intended to be 
limited to the details shoWn, since various modi?cations and 
structural changes may be made therein Without departing 
from the spirit of the invention and Within the scope and 
range of equivalents of the claims. 

[0041] The construction and method of operation of the 
invention, hoWever, together With additional objects and 
advantages thereof Will be best understood from the folloW 
ing description of speci?c embodiments When read in con 
nection With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0042] FIG. 1 is a graph shoWing the vanadium content 
over the specimen cross section in a production eXample 
according to the invention; 

[0043] FIG. 2 is a graph shoWing the carbide grain siZe in 
addition to the vanadium content, plotted over the cross 
section; 

[0044] FIG. 3 is a graph shoWing a hardness pro?le over 
the specimen cross section; 

[0045] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a cross section 
through a draWing tool; and 

[0046] FIG. 5 is a graph shoWing a hardness pro?le over 
the specimen cross section. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0047] The folloWing teXt describes production examples 
Which are intended to eXplain the implementation of the 
invention by Way of eXample. The ?gures relate back to the 
eXamples 1-3 of the folloWing description. 

[0048] FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 relate to eXample 1; FIG. 3 
relates to eXample 2; FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 relate to eXample 
3. 

EXAMPLE 1 

[0049] A hard metal batch containing 94% by Weight of 
WC With a mean grain siZe of 1 pm, remainder Co, Was 
produced using the processes Which are standard in the hard 
metal industry. Green compacts in the shape of disposable 
cutting tool tips Were produced by die pressing With a 
pressure of 50 kN. The green compacts Were subjected to a 
standard deWaXing process. Furthermore, a dispersion of 
distilled Water and VZO5 Was prepared, With a solids content 
of 2% and a mean VZO5 particle siZe of less than 50 nm. 
Then, the green compacts Were dipped in the above-de 
scribed dispersion for 5 seconds and then dried in air at 50° 
C. These specimens Were sintered in vacuum at a tempera 
ture of 1400° C. together With reference green compacts 
Which had not been subjected to any further treatment. The 
specimens Were analyZed by means of electron beam micro 
probe, and the microstructural and mechanical characteris 
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tics Were determined by a light-microscope examination and 
hardness testing, in each case on microsections. 

[0050] FIG. 1 shoWs that the vanadium content in the 
region of the edge Zone is 0.24% by Weight, and this value 
decreases gradually toWard the inside over the cross section 
of the specimen. The vanadium content at a distance of 3.8 
mm from the specimen edge is 0.08% by Weight. In the 
reference specimen, the corresponding vanadium concentra 
tions Were beloW the detection limit of the microprobe. The 
graduated vanadium distribution leads to a graduated grain 
stabiliZation effect, as documented by the WC grain siZe 
values shoWn in FIG. 2. While the mean grain siZe increases 
from the edge Zone toWard the center, the corresponding 
hardness values decrease, as shoWn in FIG. 3. 

EXAMPLE 2 

[0051] A hard metal batch containing 89.5% by Weight of 
WC With a mean grain siZe of 0.8 pm, 0.5% by Weight of 
Cr3C2, remainder Co Was produced using the processes 
Which are standard in the hard metal industry. Green com 
pacts in the shape of disposable cutting tool tips Were 
produced by die pressing With a pressure of 50 kN. The 
green compacts Were subjected to a standard deWaXing 
process. Furthermore, a dispersion of distilled Water and 
VZO5 Was prepared, With a solids content of 2% by Weight 
and a mean V205 particle siZe of less than 50 nm. Then, the 
green compacts Were dipped into the above-described dis 
persion for 5 seconds and then dried in air at 50° C. These 
specimens Were sintered in vacuum at a temperature of 
1400° C. together With reference green compacts Which had 
not been subjected to any further treatment. The specimens 
Were analyZed by means of electron beam microprobe, and 
the microstructural and mechanical characteristics Were 
determined by a light-microscope examination and hardness 
testing. 
[0052] The specimens according to the invention once 
again have a graduated vanadium concentration pro?le With 
an edge Zone value of 0.21% by Weight of V and a center 
value of 0.03% by Weight of V. The corresponding hardness 
values are 1 698 HV30 and 1 648 HV30. The hardness 
pro?le is shoWn in FIG. 3. The reference specimen has a 
hardness pro?le Which is uniform over the cross section, 
With a mean value of 1605 HV30. The specimens according 
to the invention and the reference specimens Were also 
subjected to a bending test. The mean obtained from ten 
measurements is 3950 MPa for the specimens according to 
the invention and 3500 MPa for the comparison specimens. 

EXAMPLE 3 

[0053] A hard metal batch containing 93.4% by Weight of 
WC With a mean grain siZe of 2.0 pm, 0.2% of TiC, 0.4% by 
Weight of TaC/NbC, remainder Co Was produced using the 
processes Which are standard in the hard metal industry. 
Cylindrical green compacts Were produced by isostatic 
pressing at a pressure of 100 MPa and Were shaped into a 
hard metal draWing tool by machining. The green compacts 
Were subjected to a standard deWaXing process. Once again, 
a dispersion of distilled Water and V205 Was produced, With 
a solids content of 2% by Weight and a particle siZe of the 
dispersed V205 particles of less than 50 nm. Then, the 
dispersion Was applied selectively in the entry and bore 
region. Drying once again took place at 50° C. in air. These 
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specimens Were sintered in vacuum at a temperature of 
1400° C. A microsection Was made by metallographic 
specimen preparation, as illustrated in FIG. 4. 

[0054] FIG. 4 also shoWs the region Where the character 
iZation Was performed by means of electron beam micro 
probe and hardness testing. The vanadium content in the 
edge Zone is 0.18% by Weight but is only 0.11% by Weight 
at a distance of 2 mm from the edge of the specimen. FIG. 
5 shoWs the gradual hardness pro?le. 

We claim: 
1. An article of manufacture made from a hard metal alloy, 

comprising: 
at least one carbide, miXed carbide or carbonitride of the 

metals selected from the group consisting of W, Ti, Ta, 
Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V; 

at least one grain groWth-inhibiting additive selected from 
the group consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and Nb or a 
compound thereof, at least one of said grain groWth 
inhibiting additives, at least locally, having a graduated 
concentration pro?le; and 

at least one metallic binder selected from the group 
consisting of Co, Ni and Fe With a binder content of 
01-20% by Weight. 

2. The article according to claim 1, Wherein, at least 
locally, the hard metal alloy has a graduated grain siZe 
pro?le. 

3. The article according to claim 1, Wherein, at least 
locally, the hard metal alloy has a graduated hardness pro?le. 

4. The article according to claim 1 formed as a component 
With an edge Zone and a center, and Wherein concentration 
of said grain groWth-inhibiting additive decreases gradually 
from the edge Zone of the component toWard the center of 
the component. 

5. The article according to claim 4, Wherein the carbide 
grain siZe increases gradually from the edge Zone of the 
component toWard the center of the component. 

6. The article according to claim 1 formed as a component 
With an edge Zone and a center, and Wherein a concentration 
of said grain groWth-inhibiting additive increases gradually 
from the edge Zone of the component toWard the center of 
the component. 

7. The article according to claim 6, Wherein the carbide 
grain siZe decreases gradually from the edge Zone of the 
component toWard the center of the component. 

8. The article according to claim 1, Wherein said grain 
groWth-inhibiting additive consists of at least one metal 
selected from the group consisting of Cr and V, or a 
compound thereof, a maXimum content of said grain 
groWth-inhibiting additive, based on the hard metal alloy, is 
2% by Weight, and a content thereof decreases gradually to 
a value X, Where 0<X<1.0% by Weight. 

9. A method of producing the component according to 
claim 1, Which comprises the folloWing steps: 

producing a green compact from a hard metal alloy, 
containing at least one carbide, miXed carbide or car 
bonitride of the metals selected from the group con 
sisting of W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V, at 
least one metallic binder selected from the group con 
sisting of Co, Ni, and Fe, an optional addition of Wax 
or a plasticiZer; 
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producing a dispersion or solution containing at least one 
grain groWth-inhibiting additive selected from the 
group of metals consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and Nb or 
a compound thereof, in ?nely distributed or dissolved 
forrn; 

applying the dispersion or solution to a surface of the 
green cornpact; 

targeted action to establish the concentration gradient; and 

subjecting the article to heat consolidation. 
10. The method according to claim 9, Wherein the step of 

producing the green cornpact cornprises cornpacting in a 
standard poWder rnetallurgy cornpacting process or shaping 
in a standard shaping process. 

11. The method according to claim 9, Wherein the apply 
ing step comprises a process selected from the group con 
sisting of dipping, spraying, and brushing. 

12. The method according to claim 9, Wherein the dis 
persion or solution is applied only to a partial region of the 
component surface. 

13. The method according to claim 9, Wherein the carbidic 
poWder component of the green cornpact has a mean grain 
siZe of <2 urn. 

14. The method according to claim 9, which comprises at 
least partially deWaXing the green cornpact by a heat treat 
rnent step. 

15. A method of producing the component according to 
claim 1, which comprises the folloWing steps: 

producing a green cornpact from a hard metal alloy, 
containing at least one carbide, mixed carbide or car 
bonitride of the metals selected from the group con 
sisting of W, Ti, Ta, Mo, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Cr, and V, at 
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least one rnetallic binder selected from the group con 
sisting of Co, Ni, and Fe, an optional addition of Wax 
or a plasticiZer; 

producing a solution containing at least one grain groWth 
inhibiting additive selected from the group of metals 
consisting of V, Cr, Ti, Ta, and Nb or a compound 
thereof; 

applying the solution to a surface of the green cornpact; 

targeted action to establish the concentration gradient or 
complete in?ltration; 

gradually removing the grain groWth inhibitor from 
regions close to the surface by at least one of heat 
treating and dissolving; and 

subjecting the article to heat consolidation. 
16. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the step 

of producing the green cornpact cornprises cornpacting in a 
standard poWder rnetallurgy cornpacting process or shaping 
in a standard shaping process. 

17. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the 
applying step comprises a process selected from the group 
consisting of dipping, spraying, and brushing. 

18. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the 
solution is applied only to a partial region of the component 
surface. 

19. The method according to claim 15, Wherein the 
carbidic poWder component of the green cornpact has a 
mean grain siZe of <2 urn. 

20. The method according to claim 15, which comprises 
at least partially deWaXing the green cornpact by a heat 
treatment step. 


